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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

jpA 3 11984

MEMORANDUM FOR:

Robert J. Wright." '
BWIP Project Section
Repository Projects Branch
Division of Waste Management

FROM:

Philip S. Justus, Acting Chief
Geotechnical Branch
Division of Waste Management

SUBJECT:

DRAFT SITE TECHNICAL POSITIONS FOR BWIP ON
GEOCHEMICAL ISSUES AND GEOLOGICAL STABILITY

A preliminary draft of an NRC site technical position on geochemical
issues at RHO/BWIP was transmitted to you on 19 January 1984. A
preliminary draft STP on seismotectonic issues was given to you last
week. This satisfies our commitment for input into OPS Plan Commitment
5314215.
We consider that both of these documents represent the basis for the
geological stability and geochemical issues that are currently being
defined by NRC for the BWIP site. Please transmit your comments to me so
that they may be reviewed and incorporated (as appropriate) into the next
iteration of the document.
Acting Chief
Qhiip
Geotechflcal/Br nch
DivisioW of a e Management
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Determining the quantity of radionuclides that are expected to be in solution
is fundamental input for geochemical measurements used for predicting
radionuclide release to the far field and the accessible environment. The
purpose of this technical position is to provide guidance to the Department of
Energy for estimating concentrations of radionuclides that might be in solution
in repository groundwater. The strategy presented in this document could
minimize the set of laboratory experiments needed to establish a realistic
upper bound on radionuclide concentrations.
The assumptions used to develop this technical position are the following:
o

Knowledge of radionuclide solution concentration will be essential to
:6P-near field and far field radionuclide transport modeling.

o

It is feasible to determine maximum concentration of radionuclides in
a representative site-specific hydrothermal syste n
aboratory
experiments.

o

A conservative assessment of radionuclide solution concentration
should be based on approach to equilibrium from oversaturation.

o

Solubility measurements in the absence of other geochemical
mechanisms give a conservative estimate of radionuclide
concentration.

V

The position of the NRC staff is that an acceptable approach for conservative
estimation of concentration should consider:
t
I
1:

The range and proportions of solid compositions in the system that
could react with ingressing or egressing waters;

2:

The range of repository water compositions needed for determining
radionuclide solution concentrations; and
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3:

The sources and effects of uncertainties.-

The highly complex nature and developmental state of the study of radionuclide
solubility demands flexibility in programs for data acquisition. The NRC staff
considers, however, that it is more appropriate to provide guidance on
investigative strategies and methods to DOE rather than guidance on reliability
requirements at this time. The NRC staff considers that adoption of the
strategy presented here will result in a conservative assessment of solubility.
The guidance provided in this document should be considered by DOE in preparing
detailed plans for estimating concentrations of radionuclide species released
to the far field. These plans should be made available for NRC review early in
the site characterization process.
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ASSESSMENT OF RADIONUCLIDE APPARENT SOLUBILITIES BY
CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATION OF STEADY-STATE1 CONCENTRATION:
NRC TECHNICAL POSITION

1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (H.R. 3809-2) defines the national program
for disposal of civilian (commercial) nuclear waste. In the Act, it is
stipulated that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) must issue a license
before the Department of Energy (DOE) may construct a geologic repository for
high level radioactive waste. In order to license a nuclear waste repository
the NRC must have reasonable assurance that the repository will comply with
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards and NRC technical criteria.
In the area of geochemistry and repository performance, the NRC has one
numerical criterion that must be met, the 10 5 per year release rate (NRC, 1983).
The NRC also must determine whether a proposed site and design for a high-level
waste repository will limit radionuclide releases to levels that will comply with
the EPA final cumulative release standard. The EPA Standard on release limits for
containment requirements is based on cumulative releases to the accessible
environment for 10,000 years after disposal. In order to assess compliance
with this standard, the release of radionuclides to the accessible environment
must be estimated.

1 Steady-state concentration vs. solubility: The steady-state concentration is
the radionuclide concentration observed in solution which is achieved after an
extended contact period between a radionuclide-bearing solute or solid with a
groundwater solution. It is established by measurements through time which
substantiate that the system will sustain this constant concentration for
extended periods of time (years). The solubility of a compound is a
thermodynamic property of the solid fixed by solution composition and
experimental conditions.
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1.1 Geochemical Data Needs and Quality
During the site selection and site characterization process, the NRC provides
to the Department of Energy (DOE) guidance on technical investigations carried
out in support of licensing. These NRC guidance documents include regulatory
guides, generic technical reports, site oriented technical reports (e.g., site
characterization analyses) or topical reports on specific technical issues
(e.g., technical positions). The purpose of these documents is to provide
guidance on approaches and methods for technical investigations which might be
used to determine what must be done for characterization, construction authorization, and licensing of a high-level waste repository. This guidance falls
into several categories; issue identification, information needs description,
and assessment of how much of what kinds of tests is enough.
Radionuclide solubility has been identified as a licensing issue primarily due
to the relevance of solubility in determining maximum permissible
concentration, the EPA performance criterion. This technical position is an
information needs description document whose purpose is to give guidance on an
approach for resolving the radionuclide solubility issue. The NRC staff
considers that determining the steady state solution concentration of
radionuclides contained in waste disposed of in a high-level waste repository
will be important to predicting long-term repository performance. The NRC
staff has considered two approaches for providing guidance to DOE on gathering
radionuclide source term concentration data. The prescriptive approach is to
specify before site characterization how much of what type of data are needed
and the level of acceptable uncertainty that must be achieved in the
measurements. The alternate approach is to identify for DOE a strategy for
obtaining data in the area of geochemistry that could be expected to yield
conservative results in performance assessment with respect to existing
numerical criteria. The guidance contained in either approach would not
include the methods of measurement and analysis.
Before NRC can set quantitative reliability requirements, DOE must indicate how
much reliance it intends to place on radionuclide solubility on a site-specific
basis. The high-level of uncertainty in site information and constitutive
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relationships between system components and the lack of finely developed
site-specific performance assessment methods require flexibility in assigning
quantitative reliability requirements to these data at this time (see Appendix
A).

For each site, DOE should assess the relative importance of various

geochemical variables in terms of performance and reliability of the overall
system such as the preliminary work performed by BWIP (Barney and Wood, 1980;
Wood, 1980).

An estimate of the required accuracy and precision of the

experimental results should be made.
1.2

Regulatory Framework: DOE/EPA/NRC Responsibilities

Three Federal agencies have major roles in the national program for disposal of
high-level radioactive wastes.

The EPA is responsible for developing a

generally applicable environmental standard which will serve as the overall
performance objective for radioactive releases from high-level waste disposal
sites.

The NRC develops and issues regulations which cover all aspects of

high-level waste disposal, and which will implement the EPA standard.

The NRC

will then consider license applications for HLW disposal to determine whether
the application will conform to the regulation.

The DOE has lead responsi-

bility for formulating national policy for disposal of HLW, and has determined
that national policy should focus on disposal of HLW in mined geologic repositories (DOE, 1981).

Further, DOE is responsible for collecting the data

needed for site charactization and for constructing and operating a waste
disposal facility in accordance with NRC regulations (see Appendix B).

NRC

will assess DOE's siting proposals and aspects of their design.
Solubility and speciation investigations are related to the following sections
of existing NRC regulation 10 CFR Part 60 (NRC, 1983):
(a) Section 60.11(a) requires assessment of the site characterization program
with respect to investigation activities which address the ability of the
site to host a repository and isolate radioactive waste;
(b) Section 60.21(c) requires that the Safety Analysis Report contain an
analysis of the geochemical aspects of the site which bear significantly
on its suitability for disposal of radioactive waste;
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(c) Section 60.31(a) indicates that the Commission must determine whether DOE
has adequately described the geochemical characteristics of the proposed
site prior to granting construction authorization;
(d) Section 60.111(a) requires that the geologic repository and each of its
components satisfy specific requirements related to radionuclide release
rates;

f"

Sect~ j9~ii~ecifies geochemical conditions at the site which may be
cons dered favorable in their effects on the ability of the site to meet
performance objectives;

(f)
4

~
~a~ecifies geochemical conditions which might have
-- "~poten y~adverse effects on the ability of the site to meet performance
objectives; and

3 Ii~
(g) Sect4jC60O. ecifies additional design Jxue4uements for the
underground facility which will provide control of radionuclide releases
and migration.
2.0

BACKGROUND

A mined geologic HLW repository is a waste disposal facility which achieves for
isolation limiting the rate of release to the accessible environment to
to
acceptable levels, by means of two major subsystems. These are the geologic
setting and the engineered system.
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The geologic setting can be divided into the disturbed zone and the far field. Ise
It is selected for geologic, hydrologic and geochemical attributes which can
M
rL
contribute to isolation. For the purpose of this paper the disturbed zone is galOFlDjirlovs
defined as the volume of rock mass which will undergo changes in the
rate
composition as a result of hydrothermal alteration. The far field is defined
as the volume of unaltered rock. For example, significant changes in clay-,
zeolite-, glass- and feldspar-bearing rocks may occur at about 100 C above
ambient temperatures in certain geologic settings. Therefore, the disturbed
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zone-far field boundary as defined in this example would be 100 C above ambient
temperature.
The engineered system consists principally of waste packages and materials used
to backfill and seal the underground facility, boreholes and shafts. By
)
p2
definition the engineered system is located in the disturbed zone.
The geologic setting and the engineered system differ both in their
contributions to isolation and in the degree of confidence which can be placed
on predictions of their long term performance. Any mined geologic repository
will contain some combination of the engineered and natural barriers which
together must provide isolation. This is commonly called the multi-barrier
approach. The multi-barrier approach is the regulatory principle upon which
this technical position is based.
Performance assessment is the process of quantitatively evaluating component
and system behavior, relative to containment and isolation of radioactive
wastes
rt development of a high level waste repository and to
det rmine compl ance with the numerical criteria associated with the regulation
(J CF ^6O).
he NRC staff considers that the aqueous concentration of
ra
onu g s is fundamental input for predicting radionuclide release to the
far field and the accessible environment.
The anticipated dissolution of waste forms leads to the questions of whether
radionuclides that have been released will remain in a groundwater and in what
concentration they will remain. Thus, the solubility or steady-state
concentration of a radionuclide is fundamental data needed to bound waste
package release rates; precipitation and sorption phenomenon in the overpack,
backfill, and rock/mineral environment of the disturbed or nearfield, and the
rock/mineral environment of the farfield; and for performance assessment
modeling to bound the nearfield source term entering the farfield, and the
farfield source term or release to the accessible environment.
Both thermodynamic and empirical approaches have been used to estimate
solubility. The thermodynamic approach involves measuring the thermodynamic
constants of formation for radionuclide solid phases and solution species. The
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empirical approach consists of measuring radionuclide solution concentrations
under site specific conditions. The thermodynamic approach would require an
exhaustive effort to acquire necessary data for all of the potential
radionuclide compounds and aqueous species. The empirical approach is relevant
only to the precise conditions under which the solubility data are measured.
Each of these approaches cannot stand alone. In combination, however, they
provide an effective means for conservatively estimating radionuclide
concentrations released to the farfield.
2.1

Conceptual Approach to Conservative Assessment of Radionuclides Released
to the Far Field

The amount of geochemical work that needs to be done in support of waste
isolation can be limited if it is bounded and conducted within expected
site-specific ranges of chemical/environmental conditions. The assessment of
release of radionuclide species from the disturbed zone to the far field
requires both initial solubility and transport considerations. For this
reason, a conservative release scenario must include consideration of physical
and chemical characteristics of the waste, groundwater chemistry, repository
temperature, thermodynamic properties of radionuclide species, and kinetics of
dissolution and precipitation reactions for radionuclide aqueous species and
compounds. Satisfying all information needs, such as collecting all relevant
thermodynamic data, will be an ongoing long-term goal to be achieved prior to
repository closure. However, for the short-term, the site characterization
construction authorization/licensing phase, the NRC staff considers that it is
possible to reduce greatly the level of effort needed to obtain a realistic but
conservative assessment of release of radionuclide species to the farfield by
making a conservative estimate of concentration in the disturbed zone and
coupling this with a realistic but conservative assessment of groundwater flow
to the far field.
Dissolution of waste radionuclides is controlled by the physical
characteristics of the waste (e.g., structure, surface area), the chemical and
radiolytic properties of the waste, the composition, redox conditions, and pH
of waters circulating through the repository, the temperature and, to a lesser
degree, pressure within the repository. Under actual repository conditions,
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however, a conservative estimate of concentration

of radionuclide species

released to solution may be based on solubility constraints, with a few
exceptions due to supersaturation or radiocolloid

ormation.

Equilibrium

solution concentrations may be achieved in slowly moving groundwater, whereas
concentrations in rapidly moving groundwater maybe below those attainable in
the equilibrium case.

The staff adopts a conser/ative approach which assumes

that radionuclide concentrations are solubility limited rather than leach
limited and that groundwater flow rate is the maximum realistic flow rate.
It is possible to set lower and upper bounds oA the source term using leachlimited and solubility - limited concentrations7--respecttIely.
measurements should be exclusive-of
observed concentrations.

solute-substrate2

Both types of

effects that could reduce

From th1isstandpoint, even the leach data could be

considered to be more conservative than a combined leach-sorption experiment.
Before NRC could find leach-limited source term data adequate, however, the DOE
would have to prove that leach-limited concentrations are never exceeded under
anticipated repository conditions.

The source term concentration to the far

field probably lies between the leach-limited and solubility-limited
concentration.

The NRC considers, however, that the use of leach source term

data in far field performance assessment studies would be difficult to defend.
For this reason, the NRC recommends that DOE consider solubility-limited source
term data in far field performance assessment studies.
The most rigorous method of demonstrating that a solubility experiment has
reached equilibrium is to approach equilibrium from both undersaturation and
oversaturation (reversal).

The inability to duplicate solubility measurements

from undersaturation and oversaturation would require an explanation.

In cases

where reversal is not achieved, values established by approaching equilibrium
from oversaturation are acceptable because they should be conservative.

2

Substrate: that portion of a solid surface that actively participates in

chemical reactions with a contacting solution.
involve angstroms to microns.
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The depth of interaction may
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3.0

DISCUSSION: CHARACTERIZATION OF STEADY-STATE CONCENTRATIONS FOR SOUR
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3.1

Speciation

7-in oruer LU calculate exel
"1A~
On
solution co
ntrations UT raudunucidues in a
repository-groundwater system,`the identities and solubilities of the solid
phases and identities of the solution species likely to be released to the far
field are needed. Solubility product constants alone are usually not
sufficient to calculate solution concentrations because the formation of
hydrolysis products and other complexes increases apparent solubilities
(Cleveland, 1983). The formation of insoluble phases and their equilibria with
solution species are much more complicated processes in natural systems than in
the homogeneous solutions normally encountered in the laboratory.
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The solubilities of simple or pure compounds of waste elements that can form
with groundwater components under conditions of temperature, Eh, and pressure
characteristic of the repository environment can be calculated. In principle,
upper limits to radionuclide solubilities could then be established.
Unfortunately, there are no thermochemical data on even simple compounds and
complexes of many of the important radionuclides, e.g., carbonates, phosphates,
and silicates of Np, Pu, and Am. Very few data are available on any chemical
species at elevated temperatures.
The approach presented here for determining the effects of the formation of
insoluble compounds on solution concentrations of radionuclides is direct
measurement of the solution concentrations as functions of the initial
radionuclide concentration over the range of solution compositions,
temperature, Eh, pH, and other parameters expected for the groundwater system
in the vicinity of the repository. Present technology does not allow such
experiments to be conducted in situ, but the actua
sym can
be adequately simulated in the laboratory (Steindler et. al., 1982, Appendix
C). A problem with this approach is that fundamental thermochemical data will
not be obtained to extrapolate to possible future conditions of the repository
system beyond the range of parameters studied.
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Careful characterization of the solid phases and solution species produced as a
result of these concentration measurements would greatly enhance the utility of
the information for predictive purposes. Characterization of solid phases,
e.g., by x-ray techniques, would present no particular problems. However,
characterization of solution species, i.e., hydrolysis products and other
complexes, at solution concentrations of 10 8 to 10 12M associated with very
insoluble compounds, is difficult.

3.2

Solubility/Speciation Calculations

Determining the aqueous solubility
extensive use of computer codes to
radionuclide species and the total
synthetic and natural groundwaters
of these calculations have limited

and speciation f radionuclides can make
calculate th concentrations of specific
solubiliti of radionuclides in various
(Early e
, 1982). However, the results
validity for the following reasons:

1.

Equilibrium is assumed. Calculations of radionuclide
solubility/speciation are based on the assumptions that both
homogeneous (one-phase, groundwater) equilibrium and heterogeneous
(multiphase, groundwater and solids) equilibrium are achieved.
However, it is unrealistic to expect that kinetic considerations will
be such that both homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibria will
continuously prevail under conditions of varying temperature,
mineralogy, pH, and redox potential. Furthermore, the assumption of
equilibrium will generally result in the radionuclide solubilities
being calculated as presented in their most stable (lowest
solubility) state, which is nonconservative.

2.

Incomplete mass transfer. Presently available solubility/ speciation
computer codes (e.g., PHREEQE, EQ3/6) do not permit a proper
accounting for all of the potential chemical effects of mass
transfer, which include precipitation of radionuclide solids,
dissolution of host-rock minerals, and ioor
chemisorption
between the egjeed barrier facility a
SXompOfet*s and groundwater.
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3.

4.

Data base limitations. It is widely recognized that data bases for
radionuclide solubility/speciation computer codes are incomplete and
also contain data of questionable validity. Numerous different kinds
of radionuclide complexes can form in groundwaters, but independent
evidence that proves the existence of particular species is almost
non-existent. It is therefore likely that some complexes inferred to
exist in significant concentrations under prescribed conditions may
in fact not exist at all. Furthermore, it is likely that there are
some important radionuclide complexes which haven't been predicted by
theoretical analyses performed to date. Corresponding omissions also
probably exist in the list of radionuclide solids that can form as a
l
result of reactions between groundwaters and <oexist~ingsolidZ
material
Finally, the accuracy (limits of error) of input
thermodynamic data such as log K and AHR values for speciation
reactions are generally poorly known.
Experimental verification required. As a result of the above
considerations and the complexity of the repository system, any
solubility/speciation calculational methodologies will require
experimental verification before their results can be employed in
repository performance assessments. Thus, reliance on these
calculations would also entail an experimental program about as
extensive as that required when reliance is placed on experimental
results. Further, if kinetic considerations are important in some of
the geochemical reactions, then experimental verification of
calculated results may require unreasonably long experiments or may
even be impossible because achievement of equilibrium is impossible.

Thus, by themselves, the results of computer calculations are insufficient to
establish the nature and significance of radionuclide solubility/speciation
under repository conditions. However, these calculation programs should be
used to guide experimental determinations and should only assume a
supplementary and/or supporting role in the determination of
solubility/speciation values unless they can be shown to be fully consistent
with a substantial body of independent (experimental data) information.
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3.3
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Redox Conditions

The oxidation state of the radionuclides will be largely governed by the redox
potential and the redox capacity of the groundwater system with which they
interact.

The solubility of many radionuclides that may be mobilized by

groundwater can exhibit markedly different geochemical behavior at different
oxidation states (valences), particularly technetium and the actinides (Apps et
al., 1983).
The redox potential (Eh) can be rigorously defined on a thermodynamic basis as
the potential of a system where all the reversible redox couples present are at
equilibrium.

A complete discussion of redox potential is presented by Garrels

and Christ (1965).

Natural systems usually contain more than one redox couple

which can equilibrate at a potential corresponding to the dissolved species if
equilibrium exists.

At equilibrium, all the redox couples present should yield

the same calculated potential.
Redox reactions in natural systems are frequently irreversible and not at
equilibrium, and the measured redox potential is often a mixed potential
resulting from several redox reactions that may be coupled with each other.

An

unequivocal redox potential cannot be defined for such nonequilibrium systems
X~e.g., Morris and Stumm, 1967; Whitfield, 1972).

NOr L-',TE.-

o.

The oxidation state of the radionuclide in aqueous solution is import
Z....
t
because it influences their behavior (cf. Apps et al., 1982, p. 89-119).

Two

important points bearing directly on this process have been made recently:
1)

Meyers et al., (1983) state:
"Measurement of the potential at an indicating electrode, which
some investigators incorrectly identify as the Eh of the
solution, will not give any definitive information regarding
whether a given nuclide will undergo a redox reaction.

Such

measurements can however be indicative of general oxidizing or
reducing conditions.

It can never be assumed that these

measurements indicate true thermodynamic potentials."
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2.)

Bricke

82) points out:

"It should be stressed that the redox potential, no matter in
what units it is expressed, is strictly an intensity factor. It
provides no information about the capacity of a system for
oxidation or reduction. The capacity of a system to donate or
accept electrons is determined by the sum of the equivalent
concentrations of all of the oxidant species above the reference
redox potential minus the sum of the equivalent concentrations
of all of the reductant species below the reference redox
potential (electron conditions)".
These considerations lead to the following observations:
o

A measure of effective redox potential with respect to the
radionuclides of concern is needed. Measurements with the platinum
electrode, calorimetric methods and even measurement of (all) other
redox couples in the solution may give only a rough idea of the
oxidizing/reducing conditions of the groundwater. Direct measurement
of the oxidation state of the radionuclide of interest may be the
best approach to use for defining the redox condition of the system
for that radionuclide.
U

o

The buffering capacity of the system must be known. Just as the
amounts of the various complexing ligands must be known in order to
assure that none of the ligands are exhausted during the experiment,
any solution will have a limited capacity for reducing radionuclides.
In fact, it may be expected that for the dilute solutions under
consideration here, the radionuclide will remain in the oxidation
state in which it is placed into the experimental apparatus
(Cleveland et al., 1983). The solution may also be isolated from
its redox buffering solid phases during the concentration
determinations. The initial state must be carefully controlled, and
the solution redox state monitored (or controlled) throughout the
experiment.
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o

Consideration must be given to the kinetics of redox processes.
Cleveland et al. (1983) suggest that dissolved 02 does not seem to
affect the results of experiments on plutonium. They further point
out that there are differences in rates of conversion between various
oxidation states, "... the (III)/(IV) and (V)/(VI) oxidation/
reduction reactions involving only simple electron exchange are
generally rapid, whereas (IV)/(V) or (IV)/(VI) reactions are slower
because of the formation of metal/oxygen bonds."
Experimental concentration determination must take the kinetics of
reactions into consideration. It is possible that radionuclides will
tend to remain in the oxidation state in which they were introduced
into the system, particularly where structural changes in the species
are involved rather than simple electron transfer reactions. Even
electron transfer reactions can be slow (Cherry et al., 1979). Redox
kinetic effects can be advantageous but can also cause problems and
therefore must be given due explicit consideration in planning
experiments and interpreting their results.

Two additional points may be made:
o

The use of various redox couples (e.g., Fe /Fe
, Cu+/Cu ) or
strong reducing agents (e.g., hydrazine, osmium bipyridil complexes)
for controlling experimental redox conditions has been proposed
(Swanson and Rai, in prep; Daniels et al., 1982). Addition of
extraneous materials to the groundwater raises at least three
potential problems for the experimentalist: (1) the solution
composition is (drastically) changed and therefore is no longer
representative of the repository groundwater, (2) the surfaces of the
experimental vessels may be oxidized/reduced and therefore become
"surface electroactive", and (3) related to number one is the problem
of formation of insoluble compounds or soluble complexes between the
additive and the radionuclide. Use of chemical reagents such as
redox buffers can be a valid method but only if it is shown that the
chemicals will not affect the solution characteristics of the solute.
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Electrochemical methods can be useful (Rai et al., 1978; Meyer et
al., 1983) for controlling valence state. However, reduced forms of
pertinent nuclides may sorb or precipitate on the electrode.
o

3.4

Reactions with the apparatus can be a serious problem. During
investigation of neptunium sorption, Meyer et al. (1983) found that
"...
when Np(IV) was formed, the resulting Np adsorbed on just about
every component of the cell including the electrode."

Kinetics

Kinetics can prevent radionuclide bearing solutions from achieving steady state
or equilibrium concentrations which are likely to occur after extended reaction
times (hundreds of years). Kinetic effects can similarly prevent solutions
prepared by hydrothermal conditioning from ever achieving long term steady
state concentrations likely for extended reaction times. In the latter case,
care has to be taken to assure that the starting solution compositions are
representative of water compositions resulting from an extended period of
water-solid contact.
Reaction rates at low temperatures are often slow and as a result metastability
in solution compositions is likely. For example, opaline silica often forms in
natural systems instead of quartz. Therefore, it is possible that an interim
metastable solution composition could be produced rather than the composition
resulting from long term solid-solution interactions due to the interim
formation of metastable solids.
3.5

Strategy for Obtaining Source Term Data

This section presents an experimental strategy which could be taken for
establishing source term values from the disturbed zone to the far field of any
repository site and design. The experimental objective is to provide a
conservative source term data base for the disturbed zone through a thorough
but streamlined set of experiments.

19

In recent years there have been numerous expe r

zta

investigations dealing

with radionuclide solubility and sorption in-rock-water systems.)

However, most

of the experimental data collected so far have been obtained under so-called
"far field" or "repository ambient" conditions, i.e., under geochemical
conditions which are expctc

d 9_o
prevail in the region surrounding a mined

repository where th Ghost rock and groundwate

have not been significantly

affected by thermal, radiolytic, or chemical events attributable to the
construction of the repository and subsequent emplacement of high-level
radioactive waste.

This emphasis on studying the far-field behavior of

radionuclide is partly attributable to practical considerations in geochemical
experimentation: experiments conducted at pressure-temperature conditions
typical of the far field -- e.g., 1 atm and 25-60'C --

have the advantage that

pressurized chambers or vessels are not required to prevent boiling and escape
of aqueous fluid, whereas such equipment is mandatory for experiments performed
at the elevated pressure-temperature conditions of the disturbed zone where it
is possible that pressures as high as 100 bars and temperatures as high as
300 0C may be achieved.
The lack of experimental data on the compositions of radionuclide-bearing
groundwaters under disturbed zone pressure-temperature-radiation conditions is
regrettable because it can be argued that these data should be obtained prior
to conducting detailed investigations of the behavior of radionuclides under
far field conditions.

At present, it is difficult to defend the suggestion

that, once out in the far field, a migrating radionuclide-bearing groundwater
will not retain any significant chemical characteristics "inherited" from its
earlier travel through the disturbed zone of a mined repository.

This

suggestion could be accepted if it was supported by accurate experimental1data
on hydrothermal reactions betweekFrocks and radionuclide-bearing groundwaters

9

The following simplifying assumption underlies the experimental strategy
suggested in this section:

chemical interactions between radionuclide species

and substrates, other than the dissolution reactions considered here, decrease
radionuclide solution concentration.
The number of experiments that is required to establish the disturbed zone
source term can be greatly reduced by considering only water/waste interactions
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rather than more complicated water/waste/substrate interactions. The effects
of substrate composition on water/waste interactions, however, cannot be
ignored since substrate composition will in large part control water composition in the repository environment. Therefore, the range of repository water
compositions must be established through water/substrate experiments before
conservative radionuclide concentrations can be ascertained in water/waste
experiments. This necessitates that the aqueous species be characterized so
that a radionuclide source term can be defined for the far field transport
analysis.
The approach for establishing the source term should consider the
following:
1:

The range and proportions of solid compositions in the system that
could react with ingressing or egressing waters;

2:

The range of repository water compositions in the system available
for solutions concentrations of radionuclides; and

3:

The sources and effects of uncertainties.

3.5.1 The Range and Proportions of Solid Compositions That
Could React with Ingressing or Egressing Waters
All solid components of the repository system that are likely to react with
groundwater, and modify groundwater composition must be identified and characterized before the experimental design matrices for the solubility experiments
can be completed. Emphasis should be placed on the identification and characterization of solids which occur along likely pathways between the waste
package and the far field. Emphasis should be placed on solids lining pathways
since the composition of the ingressing water will be modified each time it
comes in contact with new solid or when conditions in the environment change.
Similarly, the compositions of the solids which react with the ingressing water
will change. Therefore, the solids which are likely to interact and modify
groundwater composition must be identified and characterized.
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For purposes of illustration, consider the paths along which water migrates
toward a generic waste package in Figure 1. Water passes through a highly
permeable zone (A), a faulted zone (B) a jointed crystalline zone (C), a
backfilled drift comprised of crushed rock (D) and clay matrix (E), an overpack
(F), and a corroded canister (G), before it contacts a multicomponent waste
form (H). The solids (A-H) which line the flow path will invariably exhibit a
degree of heterogeneity which must be taken into account because extremes in
the composition of a single phase or aggregate solid will impart a different
composition to the contacting water. The water compositions along the
interconnected flow path will be transitional from point to point and therefore
the objective in characterizing the solids should be to identify extremes in
solid compositions as well as mean values. Emphasis should be placed on the
characterization of solid substrates which line flow paths rather than on
solids isolated from any appreciable water contact.
3.5.2 The Range of Repository Water Compositions
Disturbed zone water compositions will be controlled by the compositions of the
contacting solids and environmental conditions. Therefore, once the initial
range of solid compositions has been identified and characterized, an
experimental matrix can be devised to bracket the range of possible groundwater
compositions (Figure 2). Variables such as temperature and radiation must be
considered in a spatial and temporal context to simplify the matrix. For
example, in Figure 1, note that the 3000 C and 2000 C isotherms never intersect
solids in zone A in all three stages of repository evolution. Therefore, the
spatial location of materials in zone A limits the number of required
investigations for that zone to temperatures below 2000C.( :lid/water
experiments which must account for the effects of gamma radiation will involve
an even smaller set of solids since gamma radiation is not expected to alter
solids more than several hundred centimeters from the canister. Therefore,
only solid/water experiments involving solids F through H and possibly D and E
need to account for gamma radiation.
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STAGE 1: RESAT4 5 TION PERIOD I
-).

Water mov'broward package along faint plan porous zones. and
faults. Steam generation possible near canister.

.0

STAGE II: PEAK HYDROTHERMAL PERIOD
Peak hydrothermal period may Involve hydrothermal alteration of
near-field substrates, corrosion and braech of waste package and

i

change to convective flow.

I

NEAR-FiELDIFAR FIELD BOUNDARY

STAGE III: POST PEAK HYDROTHERMAL PERIOD.
Waste migrates along altered flow paths to far-field.

FIGURE 1.CONCEPTUAL EVOLUTION OF THE NEAR FIELD OF HIGH-LEVEL
WASTE REPOSITORY.
(Not to Scale).
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3.5.3 Source Term Characterization

Once the anticipated range of water compositions has been established in the
previous set of hydrothermal experiments, a set of experiments can be initiated
to estimate conservative radionuclide concentrations for the range of repository water compositions. Experimentally, the concentration measurement is
approached from oversaturation and undersaturation so that the equilibrium
value can be established. When approaching the solubility of a limiting solid
phase from oversaturation the concentration of a specific radionuclide in
solution is incrementally reduced until the limiting solid phase no longer
precipitates. When approaching the solubility of a limiting solid phase from
undersaturation, the solution concentration is monitored as the solid phase
dissolves until no additional increases in solution concentration are observed.
If the end point concentration values for both experiments are equivalent, then
the equilibrium value for the specific set of experimental conditions has been
identified. If equilibrium is not demonstrated by experimental reversal,
values established by approaching equilibrium from oversaturation must be
greater than or equal to the equilibrium value. Where equilibrium values
cannot be established through experimental reversals, then values achieved from
the supersaturated direction should be used for licensing purposes, provided
that the adequacy of the experimental technique can be demonstrated. Experiments should be carried out for each important radionuclide and then for the
waste form so that waste form matrix effects on solubility can be evaluated.
The aqueous radionuclide species should be identified so that the radionuclide
source term can be defined for the far field analysis. Finally, modeling,
using best estimates of thermodynamic constants, should be used as a check on
the reasonableness of the experimental results and to provide information on
aqueous speciation for input to far field transport modeling. Appendix C
provides and example of an approach that could satisfy the needs for
characterizing radionuclide source term concentrations.
3.5.4 Uncertainties
Evaluation of sources and effects of uncertainties is a critical step in
determining how radionuclide~solubilities or steady-state concentrations can be
used to evaluate radionuclide release. For example, several sources of
uncertainty that require consideration are:
25

(1) Rock/Water Ratio
In contrast to measurements of radionuclide sorption where rock/water
ratio is a factor of prime importance, it is likely that measurements of the
aqueous solubilities of radionuclides will be only slightly affected by
rock/water ratio.

It may be observed that the composition of a

radionuclide-bearing aqueous fluid is somewhat dependent on rock/water ratio
when this ratio affects the surface area of the rock material present during
experimentation.

The greater the surface area of solids, the more likely it

will be that rock/water reactions will occur and be influential in establishing
the solute/colloid content, Eh, and pH of the aqueous fluid.

Therefore, the

principal effects of rock/water ratio on radionuclide solubility measurements
will probably be kinetic effects of one kind or another.
(2) Colloids/Particulates
Most studies of radionuclide migration in possible repository environments
have focused on the transport of dissolved forms of the radionuclides by
flowing groundwaters.

Colloid formation, however, is.not uncommon in geologic

systems, and colloidal and particulate forms of clays, ferric and aluminum
hydroxide, and silicic acid polymers are frequently found suspended in
groundwaters.

It is therefore possible that significant quantities of some

waste nuclides could be adsorbed on the surfaces of these particles in
groundwaters (pseudocolloids) or even, in the proper circumstances, themselves
form colloids (true colloids).

Radionuclides in a colloidal or particulate

form could conceivably migrate farther and faster than they would in a
dissolved form (Apps et al., 1983).
(3) Supersaturation
Changes in oxidation state or concentrations of other components in the
groundwater can cause supersaturation.
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(4) Kinetics
Reaction kinetics could lead to underestimates of radionuclide
concentrations. If the precipitation of a radionuclide is kinetically
controlled, the solution concentration of that radionuclide could be higher
than that at some observed steady-state condition.
Other suggested sources of uncertainty could include:

4.0

o

Use of deionized, distilled or synthetic ground waters,

o

Proportions of mineral solids versus radionuclide solids, and

o

The extrapolation of short-term results to predicted long-term
results.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL POSITION

Because licensing of a high-level waste repository will ultimately involve
performance assessment modeling of radionuclide release to and accumulation in
the accessible environment, input to performance assessment models is a high
priority. Determining the source term for far field performance assessment can
be very complex because concentration of radionuclide species is a function of
physical/chemical conditions in the near field and the nature of the waste
(e.g., spent fuel or glass form).
Although it might not be possible to give a precise source term, it must be
bounded by defining reasonable upper and lower concentration limits. The
source term concentration might be fixed by either a thermodynamic or an
empirical approach. The thermodynamic approach suffers from a lack of basic
data. The empirical approach requires a representative experimental design
which adequately represents expected geochemical conditions.
The NRC strategy incorporates the following:
1.

Clearly, the source term will be in part leach limited, however,
because a leach limited source term would be less conservative than a
solubility limited source term, the burden of proof must be on DOE to
27

show that appropriateness and defensibility of the leach limited
data.
2.

It will be necessary to separate from the experiment the chemical
mechanisms that contribute to retardation (e.g., sorption, and matrix
diffusion).

3.

A third aspect of the strategy involves the use of thermodynamic data
in determing radionuclide speciation.

This approach can serve as a

"check" on the system solubility determination by the empirical
approach.
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It is hard to correctly identify speciation through the

near field environment due to many competing/influencing conditions.
In terms of performance assessment, it is important to know
speciation at the near-field/far field boundary.

NRC considers that

at this time this information is best obtained through a combined
calculational/experimental approach.
It is important that the simulated near field experiment which provides the
data represent the site-specific repository system.

This document is

essentially restricted to a disturbed zone solubility-limited approach for
conservative assessment of radionuclide solution concentrations.

Chemical

mechanisms that further retard radionuclide flux apart from solubility
constraints characteristically contribute to retardation, and add to the
conservatism of any assessment based on solubility alone.

Conservative

estimates of radionuclide concentration and aqueous species released to the
far field can be assessed through a combined experimental/theoretical approach.
The NRC position is that this assessment must consider:
1.

The range and proportions of solid compositions in the system that
could react with ingressing or egressing waters;

2.

The range of repository water compositions needed for determining
radionuclide solution concentrations; and

3.

The sources and effects of uncertainties.

28
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In the long term, higher levels of understanding might be needed. Before
decommissioning, it might be necessary to have accurate thermodynamic data on
all radionuclides of importance in a repository system. For the present, the
strategy presented in this document can provide knowledge of radionuclide source
term needed for licensing assessment.

K>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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APPENDIX A

GEOCHEMISTRY DATA NEEDS
AND QUALITY FOR REPOSITORY LICENSING

The following discussion is a description of the technical approach taken by
NRC staff responsible for-evaluating the geochemical aspects of repository
system performance. The approach outlined will provide the context for
specific guidance documents, critical reviews, and sensitivity analyses
undertaken by the geochemistry staff during the site characterization process.
The role of NRC, as demonstrated in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (henceforth
referred to as the "Act"), is to identify primary information which the DOE is
not collecting and which could have an impact on a repository licensing
decision. The DOE has been given the lead in data gathering.
The NRC will evaluate the degree to which DOE has identified "information that
is not available because of unresolved scientific, engineering, or technical
questions" as is required by the Act (see Appendix B). The DOE, ultimately,
will facilitate the task of evaluating the adequacy of the data in quantitative
terms by assigning relative degrees of importance to the data. The NRC will
take a position on data quality and reliability of data collected by the DOE
when DOE has indicated what credit it intends to take for various data in a
license application.
The Act requires NRC to establish primary information needs. Establishing
information needs to predict performance of any complex, technical system
involving a large number of components and many different disciplines, however,
is difficult. One attempt by NRC and contractors at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory to identify specific information needs in geochemical aspects of
repository system performance led to identification of 63 proposed research
projects in geochemistry which realistically could not be completed before
construction authorization and licensing decisions must be made (NUREG/CR-3062,
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"Status of Geochemical Problems Relating to the Burial of High-Level
Radioactive Waste, 1982").
It is very difficult to make decisions about allocation of available resources
to the individual areas of the overall system particularly when the information
about the system is only slowly developing. Specifically, these decisions are
complicated when the basic relationships which link performance of the system
components to each other and to the overall system are so imperfectly known or
not known in the beginning.
7
gfve e,

When one considers some of the geochemical varn Y'es that can affect repository
performance, including temperature, pressur , Eh, pH, groundwater composition,
aracteristics, and that these
radiation, colloid formatie!, solid substrate
variables change with time an space, several questions may arise:
o
o

o

How many potential variables exist that can determine geochemical
aspects of repository performance?
How many combinations of these variables can exist when they all vary
at the same time?
How much information is needed for a license application?
process will necessary data points be identified?

By what

The relative significance of the parameters in repository performance must be
taken into account. Obviously, more needs to be known about features that are
critical to performance than about features that are less critical. To some
extent, judgement and experience lead to identification of the more important
components and the specific parameters which must be measured to obtain at
least a general understanding of system component performance. It is
impractical, however, to rigorously derive and prescribe meaningful,
quantitative performance requirements before site characterization. This is
due to the combination of a high level of uncertainty in both site information
and understanding of relationships between system components together with the
lack of finely developed site-specific performance assessment methods. For
example, as documented in the NRC staff analysis of the BWIP SCR, the
uncertainty in such fundamental parameters as groundwater travel time ranges
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over nearly six orders of magnitude. The maximum travel times are on the order
of several tens of years (i.e., far less time than needed for the waste to
decay to innocuous levels) to a million years.
The NRC considers that in spite of the lack of a large data base to support
rigorous assessments, there is still a sound basis for identifying primary
information needs sufficiently well to begin a program of investigations. The
basis upon which primary information needs are identified is the identification
of the performance assessment methods that will be used to determine compliance
of the repository system of natural and engineered barriers with 10 CFR 60
requirements. Specific data needs can be identified from consideration of the
performance assessment methods, including scenarios and associated conceptual
and mathematical models that will be used, the simplifying assumptions
underlying the methods, and the needed input parameters to such models (See
Figure 2). By considering specific assessment methods in a systematic way
(e.g., using decision tree analysis) together with some limited quantitative
sensitivity studies and scientific judgement, the relative importance of
information needs may be established.
Quantitative sensitivity studies should be attempted by both NRC and DOE from
the beginning in identifying degree of precision required in data. These
should be performed at several different levels: at the overall system level as
well as at the level of individual system components, or at a level which
evaluates selected important aspects of the problem such as groundwater flow.
These studies should allow for the full range of uncertainties existing with
respect to each parameter and in the models themselves.
In view of the lead role of the DOE in gathering data (as prescribed in the
Act) and assessing relative amounts of credit it will take for data in a
license application, NRC will assess independently, through sensitivity
analyses, the relative significance of conditions and processes affecting
repository performance. For example, although NRC can not prescribe accuracy
requirements before DOE has developed specific testing plans and indicated how
much reliance it will place on certain data, NRC can provide guidance to DOE
during site characterization planning and investigations through assessing the
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impact of numerical values in selected performance criteria of 10CFR60 on
compliance with the EPA Standard. In SAND82-2969, "An Assessment of the Proposed Rule (1OCFR60) for Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in
Geologic Repositories, " Chu et al. have analyzed the impact of the 1000 year
canister lifetime*, the fractional release rate of less than 10-5 part-per-year
after the containment period, and the pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel
time of 1000 years on compliance with EPA Standard. In particular, Chu et al.
have analyzed these criteria for their relevance, achievability, and
verification. A study of the achievability of assessing compliance of the 1000
yeir containment criterion resulted in the following guidance to DOE:
The confidence in predicting waste package performance will increase as
the level of realism of the test specimens increases. The parameters that
may be used in assessing compliance for the waste package performance are
listed in Table 3.7. Appendix I discusses each of these parameters in
detail. Although the tests to measure these parameters are reasonably
standardized, the carrying out of these tests in realistic, site-specific
environments will be difficult experimentally. Some important
considerations in designing and conducting these tests are:
o

The test environment must be realistic

o

The test specimens must have a realistic geometry

now 300-1000 years
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o

Simplified tests are necessary to understand basic mechanisms

o

Systems tests are necessary for proper validation of performance
models

o

Accelerated testing methodologies must be demonstrated.

(page 3.51).
The compliance of the controlled release rate with the EPA standard on
cummulative release was analyzed and the following guidance was provided to
DOE:
In verifying compliance with the release rate criterion, the leach rate of
the waste form will be a primary and critical parameter.

A variety of

leach tests is available, however, leach rates from waste packages in
repository-like environments have yet to be determined.

Ways must be

found to counter the uncertainty of long-term extrapolation of the leach
rate data.

Although the methodology for estimating solubility limits is

being developed, the existing data base is inadequate, particularly for
the geochemical, thermal, and hydrological environments typical of a
repository.
(page 6.4)
In adhering to the intent of the Act, the NRC has adopted a systematic,
iterative approach to identification of the data and the quality of the data
required for licensing during the interim period following site screening and
prior to detailed site characterization.
The initial element in the systematic, iterative process is to establish the
present level of understanding about the site.

This is followed by the

identification of the performance issues which eventually must be addressed to
determine whether the site and the engineered system will comply with NRC
regulations.

These issues are the basis for the development of specific
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assessment methods including conceptual, mathematical, and numerical models.
Inputs and assumptions to these models help determine the information needs
that must be addressed during site characterization.
Of all the steps in the systematic, iterative process, overall system and
component level sensitivity studies are a critical element since they can be
conducted at several levels using a variety of methods to determine what are
the essential information needs.
In some areas, it is also necessary for DOE and NRC, in some areas, to
establish initial (preliminary) component requirements in parallel with the
development of assessment methods and sensitivity studies. These requirements
should evolve along with the program and therefore will be adjusted as the
whole process is repeated when new information or methods are developed. The
nature of many of these requirements can be inferred directly from the
performance issues, and, once they have been established, they also make an
essential contribution to identifying information needs. Acceptable levels of
uncertainty are also established here, and directly affect the amount and
quality of data needed. This is also the step where relative component
performance contributions (trade-offs) are adjusted to compensate for
uncertainties in various components.
<__

The elements described up to this point all contribute to identifying
information needs. Once these needs have been identified, the establishment of
test plans and procedures follows directly and forms the basis for generating
data and determining the uncertainties associated with them. These data and
uncertainties can be then used to upgrade the sensitivity studies and the
assessment methods and refine the component requirements. This process by its
nature must be an evolving, iterative one. It must start with the use of
substantial judgement, relatively simple models, and sparse information. As
the program proceeds and more data are gathered, the process and its steps will
become more refined until acceptable level of uncertainty can be reached and
findings made.
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APPENDIX B

SELECTED NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT DIRECTIVES

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 establishes the roles of the Department of
Energy (DOE) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the national
high-level waste disposal program.

In Section 113 (Site Characterization) of

the Act, the DOE is required to submit a general plan for site characterization
activities.

The information contained in the site characterization plan must

include:
(i)

a description of such candidate site;

(ii) a description of such site characterization activities,
including the following: the extent of planned excavations,
plans for any onsite testing with radioactive or
nonradioactive material, plans for any investigation
activities that may affect the capability of such candidate
site to isolate high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear
fuel, and plans to control any adverse, safety-related impacts
from such site characterization activities;
(iii)

plans for the decontamination and decommissioning of such
candidate site, and for the mitigation of any significant
adverse environmental impacts caused by site characterization
activities if it is determined unsuitable for application for
a construction authorization for a repository;

(iv)

criteria to be used to determine the suitability of such
candidate site for the location of a repository, developed
pursuant to section 112(a); and

(v)

any other information required by the Commission.
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It is--important to note clause (v) in which the NRC is authorized to establish
supplementary information requirements.
Further, the DOE is mandated in the Act to prepare a "Mission Plan" (Title III,
Section 30) that outlines the actual implementation of the Act. Most
importantly, the mission plan must include:
(1) an identification of the primary scientific, engineering, and
technical information, including integration, with respect to the
siting and construction of a test and evaluation facility and
repositories;
(2) an identification of any information described in paragraph (1) that
is not available because of any unresolved scientific, engineering,
or technical questions, or undemonstrated engineering or systems
integration, a schedule including specific major milestones for the
research, development, and technology demonstration program required
under this Act and any additional activities to be undertaken to
provide such information, a schedule for the activities necessary to
achieve important programmatic milestones, and an estimate of the
costs required to carry out such research, development, and
demonstration programs.
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APPENDIX C
STACKED-VESSEL MULTISTAGE EXPERIMENTATION: A METHOD FOR
SIMULATING AND CHARACTERIZING HYDROTHERMAL ACTIVITY, WASTEGROUNDWATER REACTIONS, AND AQUEOUS TRANSPORT OF RADIONUCLIDES
IN THE DISTURBED ZONE OF A MINED REPOSITORY CONTAINING
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Introduction

This appendix describes a multistage method of experimentation which
can be employed to simulate and characterize hydrothermal activity, wastegroundwater reactions, and aqueous transport of radionuclides in the disturbed
zone of a mined repository containing high-level radioactive waste. The
experimentation (which is explained more fully in discussion below) is multistage in the sense that an aqueous fluid can be exposed to more than one set of
solid starting materials during the course of a single experiment. Therefore,
for example, the series of stages in a given experiment could be designed to be
analogous to the sequence of events: (1) groundwater approach toward, and
entrance into, a mined repository containing high-level radioactive waste; (2)
groundwater interaction with the waste package components and dissolution/
mobilization of radionuclides via waste-groundwater reactions; and (3) flow of
the contaminated groundwater from the engineered barrier facility through the
disturbed zone and out into the far field. An important advantage of multistage experimentation is that large amounts of data can be obtained from a
relatively small number of experiments, and by minimizing the total number of
experiments required to obtain a given set of data there is a concomitant
reduction in the time and effort expended on materials handling, equipment
assembly and "run-up" monitoring, "shut-down" monitoring and equipment
disassembly, etc. Furthermore, stacked-vessel equipment is the only type of
hydrothermal apparatus which is designed specifically for multistage experi-
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mentation at elevated pressure-temperature conditions; by contrast, this type
of experimentation is extremely difficult to perform with autoclaves, or
conventional cold-seal pressure vessels, "rocker bombs" of the Dickson-type, or
any sort of high-temperature circulating bath (leach-test) equipment.
Purpose of This Appendix
The principal purpose of this appendix is to describe a new approach to
obtaining experimental data on the compositions of synthetic groundwaters that
serve as analogues for hypothetical natural groundwaters which have become
contaminated with radioactive waste from a mined repository. Stacked-vessel
equipment similar to the apparatus described herein has been shown to work well
in geothermal investigations conducted by faculty and students at The Pennsylvania State University, so the NRC staff hereby encourages DOE researchers and
contractors to consider the advantages of this new experimental method
vis-a-vis other approaches that are currently being taken to obtain
experimental data on heated groundwaters. However, the NRC staff also wishes
to emphasize that it considers stacked-vessel experimentation to be nothing
more than an example of an acceptable method for obtaining experimental data on
the compositions of radionuclide-bearing groundwaters; there are, of course,
other (single-stagej types of equipment which have been used to obtain such
data (e.g., "rocker bombs" of the Dickson-type have been used effectively to
acquire experimental data on rock-water reactions and radionuclide behavior at
disturbed-zone pressure-temperature conditions), and these apparatus should
continue to be employed whenever DOE researchers believe that there is
sufficient justification to do so.
Goals of the Experimental Work
The ultimate goal of stacked-vessel experimentation is to obtain data that
can be used to establish representative and bounding chemical compositions for
groundwater at the disturbed zone far field interface of a specific repository
site. These compositional data will, in turn, form the basis for subsequent
and more detailed investigations of radionuclide solubility, speciation, and
sorption under far-field conditions.
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However, in order to obtain reliable experimental data on the compositions
of radionuclide-bearing groundwaters that are expected to cross the disturbed
zone-far field interface at a repository site, it is necessary first to ensure
that the selected form of experimentation accurately simulates the geochemical
environments that groundwater will encounter along anticipated hydrologic
pathways through the repository and surrounding host rock.

This determination

is necessary because it is likely that representative and bounding chemical
compositions for groundwaters at the disturbed zone-far field interface will be
determined in part by the spectrum of changes in groundwater composition that.
occur as groundwater flows through the repository and out into the surrounding
host rock.

Therefore, another major goal of stacked-vessel studies should be

to monitor the progressive changes in groundwater chemistry and the alteration
of solid materials that take place during experimentation.

This monitoring

will help to determine whether the experimentation is realistic enough to
provide useful data.
Experimental Procedures
In stacked-vessel experimentation, each stage simulates the conditions and
materials present along a portion of a particular groundwater migration
pathway.

For example, a typical setup might include four vessels representing:

(1) groundwater interaction with host rock, backfill, and packing materials
under disturbed-zone conditions, (2) groundwater interactions with the canister
and waste form, (3) interactions between radionuclide-bearing groundwaters,
packing, backfill, and host rock materials under disturbed-zone conditions, and
(4) interactions between radionuclide-bearing groundwater and host rock under
pressure-temperature conditions representative of the disturbed zone-far field
interface.

Each vessel would be operated at a pressure and temperature (or

temperature range) typical of the zone and scenario being considered, as well
as contain certain materials (rock, steel, etc.) typical of the zone and
scenario being considered.

Also, some of the stacked-vessel experiments should

be conducted in a hot cell to permit the radiation levels typical of the very
near field/waste package to be simulated.

It is anticipated that this could be

accomplished by using a gamma-ray source such as 6OCo, which can be removed
from the experimental area between experiments.
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Taking radiation fields into

account in the experiments is very important because radiation-induced
reactions may produce chemical species that strongly affect radionuclide
chemistry in the groundwater.
The most important variables in a stacked-vessel experiment are defined by
the repository surroundings (e.g., type of host rock), the engineering design
(e.g., waste package components), and the repository scenario (e.g., pressure,
temperature, radiation level, composition of intruding groundwater, time of
groundwater intrusion, corrosion products present, etc.).

A series of

stacked-vessel experiments would be conducted in which these variables assumed
their representative and/or bounding values.

The principal result of these

experiments will be a series of "model" groundwaters which simulate egressing
radionuclide-bearing groundwaters at the disturbed zone-far field interface.
Statistical analysis of the compositions of these "model" groundwaters would
provide representative (average) and bounding water compositions for use in
subsequent solubility experiments.

The experimentation would also provide

information on groundwater compositions at intermediate stages, as well as
indicate the presence or absence of colloidal material, particulate matter,
etc.
The experiments would be allowed to run for a period of weeks to months.
Although this may not be nearly long enough to establish steady-state
conditions or exactly model thousands of years in a repository, the state
actually achieved will probably be conservative in that most radionuclides
should proceed to less soluble states during longer times.
Equipment
As implied by the modifier "stacked-vessel", the primary components of
stacked-vessel apparatus are cold-seal type hydrothermal vessels stacked
vertically one upon another.

Each of the vessels in a stack would be:

(1)

approximately 12 in. to 14 in. long, (2) cylindrical and approximately 2 in. in
diameter, (3) bored out along its central axis (the diameter of this bore could
be as large as 1 in.), and (4) connected to the vessel immediately above (if
present) and immediately below (if present) via a system of valves and
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capillary tubing (see Fig.l). The valves and capillary tubing in the
apparatus permit sampling of fluid as well as argon-driven and gravity-assisted
fluid flow from one vessel to the next as experimentation proceeds from one
stage to another.
Experimental pressures and temperatures would be achieved as in
conventional cold-seal pressure vessel experimentation. Initial experimental
pressures can be generated with the aid of any one of a number of different
standard diaphragm pumps. A series of Heise gauges would serve well for
measuring pressure. Experimental temperatures could be achieved and maintained
with resistance-wire furnaces of the "clam-shell" type, and if each of these
furnaces was dual-zone -- i.e., wired to permit independent temperature control
of the upper and lower halves of the furnace assembly -- then it would be
possible to impose a temperature gradient on any given pressure vessel during
experimentation. Sheathed type-K thermocouples are available to measure
temperatures with a very high degree of accuracy.
Stacked-vessel equipment is readily assembled and disassembled, and many
of-the parts of the apparatus can be purchased off-the-shelf from companies
that specialize in sales and service of high temperature and/or high pressure
equipment. Furthermore, the materials required for making particular pieces of
equipment which cannot be purchased directly are also readily available from
commercial organizations.
Strategies for Obtaining Conservative
Concentrations of Radionuclides in Groundwater
An important advantage of using stacked-vessel equipment is that it is
comparatively easy to formulate experimental strategies to obtain conservative
concentrations of radionuclides in groundwaters. One of these strategies is
inherent in using the equipment to simulate and characterize the chemical
evolution of a radionuclide-bearing groundwater as it flows from the hightemperature environment of a repository out into the surrounding, cooler host
rock. With stacked-vessel equipment this flowage would be simulated in a
stepwise manner as follows: (1) generate a radionuclide-bearing synthetic
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groundwater at a "high" temperature, (2) force this groundwater to flow down
into another pressure vessel wherein temperature is somewhat lower than in
step 1, and finally (3) force the groundwater to flow down into a third
pressure vessel wherein temperature is somewhat lower than in step 2. The
incremental lowering of temperature in this sequence of experimental steps or
"stages" is important because it will lead to successively lower steady-state
concentrations of most of the radionuclides present in the groundwater in
steps 2 and 3, which means that experimental conditions in these steps should
be favorable for the development of supersaturated concentrations of these
radionuclides. In fact, such supersaturation must occur if the amounts of
dissolved radionuclides are not reduced by precipitation or sorption. If such
reductions do not occur, of course, the concentrations of radionuclides in the
groundwater are conservative because they are higher than equilibrium or
steady-state values.
Another approach to obtaining conservative values for the concentrations
of radionuclides in groundwaters takes advantage of the well-known fact that
many different types of solid materials (both man-made and natural) tend to
sorb radionuclides from groundwaters. In this approach, as before, a
radionuclide-bearing synthetic groundwater is generated at a "high" temperature
and then exposed to successively lower temperature conditions in two or more
stages. However, in order to promote the retention of radionuclides in the
groundwater during experimentation, which in turn permits measurements of
conservative values for radionuclide concentrations, solid materials would-be
eliminated from stage 2 and all succeeding stages (if any). Therefore, in
addition to the possibility that supersaturation might occur and cause concentrations of radionuclides to be higher than steady-state values, the absence of
solid materials will tend to increase these concentrations further still
because there will be little or no sorption of radionuclides as the
experimentation proceeds. (Some sorption may be observed if small quantities
of the radionuclides are adsorbed onto the walls of the pressure vessels used
in the experimentation.) The aqueous concentrations of radionuclides thus
obtained are precipitation-limited rather than sorption-limited, and thus can
be compared with corresponding data from experiments in which solid materials
were present in ail stages. Such comparisons will simultaneously reveal the
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degrees of conservatism to be attached to the precipitation-limited
concentrations of radionuclides in the groundwaters and the extent to which
solid materials tend to reduce these concentrations.
The NRC staff recognizes that eliminating solid materials from the final
stages of a stacked-vessel experiment is unrealistic from two standpoints.
First, the synthetic groundwater in this type of experiment is supposed to
serve as an analogue for a hypothetical natural radionuclide-bearing
groundwater, but of course it is not realistic to assume that such a
groundwater would be isolated chemically from the backfill/host rock that it
traverses as it migrates out of the repository.

However, this is an irrelevant

point because the goal of the conservative experimentation just described is to
eliminate the sorption that would almost certainly occur if backfill/host rock
was present.

On the other hand, it is also evident that, in addition to

essentially eliminating sorption, removing solid materials from the
experimentation will also preclude all other chemical reactions that might
possibly occur between these materials and the groundwater during stage 2 and
any subsequent stages.

This is potentially a serious problem because it is

possible that reactions between solid materials and groundwater at "low"
temperatures may result in changes in groundwater composition which would tend
to increase the solubilities of certain radionuclides.

However, it is unlikely

that these increases would be large enough to offset the tendency of sorption
to lower the concentrations of radionuclides in the groundwater, so it is
probably safe to predict that, in most instances, precipitation-limited
solubilities from the experimentation described above will indeed be
conservative.
Advantages of the Stacked-Vessel Experimental Method
The following significant advantages accrue when stacked-vessel
hydrothermal apparatus is used to obtain experimental data on the compositions
of radionuclide-bearing groundwaters:
1.

During a single stacked-vessel multistage experiment, different solid
starting materials can be loaded into each vessel, and a given set of
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such materials can be retrieved for analysis immediately after the
enclosing vessel has completed its role in the experiment.
2.

Stacked-vessel apparatus permits sampling of fluid at various times
during any given stage of an experiment; consequently, it is possible
to obtain information on how fluids change composition with time as
all other variables are held constant.

3.

By using dual-zone furnaces to achieve and maintain experimental
temperatures, it is possible to impose a temperature gradient on any
particular vessel in a stack. Establishing such temperature
gradients could prove useful in determining whether radionuclides or
other system components are capable of rapidly migrating up or down a
column of rock in response to imbalances in chemical potentials
created by unequal temperatures at the two ends of the rock column.

4.

Because the valves and capillary tubing between the vessels allow
each vessel to be isolated from all other vessels during an
experiment, it is possible to load two different fluids -- say, one
radionuclide-bearing fluid and one radionuclide-free fluid into two
coupled vessels, and then later allow these solutions to mix under
prescribed experimental conditions. Such mixing could be designed to
be analogous to mixing which might occur when a heated
radionuclide-bearing groundwater migrates out of a mined repository,
through the disturbed zone, and finally out into the far field where
it would encounter cooler and radionuclide-free groundwaters.
Testing the effects of fluid mixing is a legitimate research activity
because it can be demonstrated from fundamental thermodynamic
principles that dilution alone can have profound effects on the
compositions of aqueous fluids that are in active chemical
communication with coexisting solid material.

5.

The tiered structure of stacked-vessel apparatus permits a single
vessel in a stack to be irradiated externally with a cobalt gamma-ray
source in order to induce radiolysis reactions within the vessel. It
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is necessary to test the effects of such radiation because it has
been reported that radiolysis reaction products (hydrogen peroxide,
carboxylic acids, etc.) can have very significant effects on the pH,
Eh, and solute speciation of groundwaters; these effects in turn
influencing the solubilities of radionuclides.
6.

As noted earlier, stacked-vessel apparatus would yield data on
"model" groundwaters in a relatively small number of experiments.
Furthermore, comparing stacked-vessel apparatus to other hydrothermal
equipment such as "rocking" pressure vessels of the Dickson-type, it
can be stated that with the former:

(1) much less time and effort

are required for materials handling, equipment monitoring, -equipment
assembly and disassembly, etc., (2) overall costs of construction and
maintenance are lower, and (3) there is a higher probability that
experiments can be performed with no equipment malfunctions.
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Figure 1
A schematic illustration-of the principal components of stacked-vessel
apparatus.
A. A pressure vessel similar to a conventional cold-seal pressure
vessel. The figure shows four of these vessels (numbered 1-4) stacked
vertically one upon another.
B. A connector for pressure vessels 1 and 2. This connector and the
others illustrated in the figure contain a network of drill holes which permit:
(1) independent pressurization of individual vessels, (2) independent measurement of pressure in individual vessels, (3) loading of aqueous fluid into a
vessel after it is connected to the other vessels in the "stack", (4) vertical
transfer of aqueous fluid from one vessel to the next, and (5) horizontal flow
of aqueous fluid out toward external sampling coils.
C. A two-zone resistance-wire furnace for pressure vessel 2. Note that
such furnaces are used to heat both the pressure vessels and the connectors
between them. Connectors must be heated in order to maintain isothermal
conditions when fluid is being transferred from one vessel to the next.
0. The pressure gauge for pressure vessel 1. Note that there is a
pressure gauge for each pressure vessel.
E. The valve system for pressure vessel 1. This valve system and the
others shown in the diagram are used to establish and control: (1) transfer of
aqueous fluid from one vessel to another, and (2) sampling of fluid from a
vessel. Note that the valve system for pressure vessel 4 is just a single
valve that permits sampling of aqueous fluid from that vessel.
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Significance of Rock/Water Ratio

Another consideration in radionuclide solubility issues is the
significance of rock/water ratio in experiments. In contrast to measurements
of radionuclide sorption where rock/water ratio is a factor of prime
importance, it is likely that measurements of the aqueous solubilities of
radionuclides will be only slightly affected by rock/water ratio. It may be
observed that the composition of a radionuclide-bearing aqueous fluid is
somewhat dependent on rock/water ratio when this ratio affects the surface area
of the rock material present during experimentation. The greater the surface
area of solids, the more likely it will be that rock-water reactions will occur
and be influential in establishing the solute/colloid content, Eh, and pH of
the aqueous fluid. Therefore, the principal effects of rock/water ratio on
radionuclide solubility measurements will probably be kinetic effects of one
kind or another.
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